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Meeting Agenda  

1. Review the previous meeting note (optional) 
 

No. The meeting Action Items  Owner Status 
1 Provide final comments on the “Best Practices for Naming 

Internationalized Email Mailboxes” document by Thursday, 
30th July 2020 

WG 
members 

Completed 

2 Status of Microsoft Browser’s team feedback on WHATWG 
letter, determine the next steps ( e.g include reference to 
the browsers support in WHATWG letter) 

Mark Sv. ongoing 

 
2. Discuss FY21 Prioritizes: 

a. E5: Outreach to technical community at StackOverflow, Serverfault, and GitHub with 
Q/A 

b. E3: Get involved with standards fora (e.g. WHATWG) 
3. AOB 

a. WHATWG 
 
 
Meeting notes: 
The group completed the review of the Best Practice for Mailbox Name document and proposed 
that Mark Sv. (Chair) and staff work together to produce a final clean version of the document. Jim 
volunteered to review the final document and make any editorial changes.  
 
The chair indicated he is still waiting for feedback from Microsoft's browser team on the proposed 
WHATWG letter. He suggested that the WG reach to Mozilla and Chrome and try to get their 
support, the group needs to reach to WHATWG contact within Apple beside an engineering contact 
in Apple’s safari team. 
 
Mark Sv. indicated that he will try to find a Google's Chrome team contact, Mohamed indicated that 
he will reach to Mozilla, Jim volunteered to try reach-out to Apple's contact, David Singer. 
 
Jim gave an update about a Github discussion related to UA, a GitHub discussion was active last 
week about the definition of the input entity limits that prevent universal acceptance. Addison 
Phillips from Amazon, who is the chair of W3C Internationalization WG has started to write a regular 
expression that is more accepting domain names and email addresses.  
 
The discussion was about what that regular expression should say, and its heading towards the 
regular expression will just say this is a remotely plausible email address, but it's going indicate if the 
email is invalid addresses and that's okay. 
 
The group started drafting a new SOW related to the WG FY21 project priority E5: Outreach to 
technical community at StackOverflow, Serverfault, and GitHub with Q/A. 
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The group will continue drafting the SOW in its coming meetings. 
 
The next meeting: Tuesday, 10th August 2020 at 17:00 UTC (60mins) 
 
The Action Items: 
 

No. The meeting Action Items  Owner 
1 Draft SOW “E5: Outreach to technical community at StackOverflow, 

Serverfault, and GitHub with Q/A.” 
Chair, WG 
members 

2 The Chair to get feedback from Microsoft Browser’s team, determine the next 
step on WHATWG prepared email letter ( e.g include reference to the browsers 
support in WHATWG letter) 

Mark Sv. 

3 Reach-out to Mozilla and Chrome Engineering team contact beside their  
WHATWG contacts   

Mark Sv., Mo 
Jim 

 
 
 

 
 


